
NICHE
IDENTIF ICATION

discover your niche and
followers 

let your audience
understand you 

PROFILE  
OPTIMIZATION

create an aesthetically
pleasing experience 

STRATEGIC  
CONTENT 

reach your niche target
audience 

HASHTAG
CONVERSION
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BEHIND THE
CONNECTIVE
CLUB
PROGRAM

What can you gain from this coaching
program? 
 
The CONNECTIVE CLUB is an all-in-
one coaching program that helps you
gain your first 5,000+ targeted
followers fast, increase engagement
on your posts, and ultimately turn
your growth into business results —
leads and customers — for your
products and services.
 
This program gives you access to 5
modules that explain  easy to
understand frameworks and show
you my proven strategies and
frameworks  to build your brand
identity and convert your followers
into customers.
 
If you feel like you're not growing
your Instagram and not being
rewarded for your efforts, but you
know how powerful Instagram can be
to position your personal and/or
business brand - then  this program
will offer you the solution. 
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we clarify how the Instagram
algorithm exactly functions to  get
more FREE organic promotion on
Instagram

THE INSTAGRAM
BUSINESS

01

we explain how to create
purposeful content, write
engagement boosting copy, and
"borrow" credibility from those
who have it, to rank on the
explorer page more frequently

GET NICHE  WITH
YOUR CONTENT 

04

we reveal how to identify and
build a set(s) of hashtags, where to
place them, how many to use, and
how to best leverage them 

F IND HASHTAGS
THAT CONVERT

05

we show you how to update your
user name, profile name, profile
picture, bio, website and story
highlights to appear in the
suggested user box, explore page
and hashtag top posts

OPTIMIZE  YOUR
PROFILE  

03

we help find your niche and
understand your followers to
boost your engagement and gain
followers to plan for profitability 

F IND A  PROFITABLE
NICHE & AVATAR

02

WHAT IS  INS IDE  THE  PROGRAM?  
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PROGRAMS & PRIC ING 
AT A  GLACE
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PRIVATE
MENTORING
1 :1
 

GROUP
MENTORING
5 :1   

DIGITAL  PLAYBOOK

PREMIUM COACHING |  90  MIN 

entry level to learn how to build your 
brand  identity on Instagram

US $90

US $150* US  $250

*per person



You are always a
student, never a master.

You have to keep
moving forward. 

Conrad Hall


